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ROTC catches robber
Color guard chases down thief, retrieves cash box
by William Rey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"As soon as I realized a crime was
being committed I said 'get 'erp,"' Sergeant First Class Cromwell said referring to an incident Saturday night.
The Army ROTC color guard was
entering the parking lot at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Center when
they observed the attendant being
robbed.
SFC Cromwell and the cadets acted
quickly chasing the culprit and finally
apprehending him.
The ROTC often act as the color
guard for Magic basketball games. The
cadets were riding in a UCF van when

they heard the lot attendant yelling at
the robber who was walking off with
her cash box.
Cadets Posey and Spenser exited the
van, followed the culprit across the
parking lot and over a hedge.
SFC Cromwell waiting on the other
side of the hedge quickly subdued the
culprit.
Cadet Spenser, commenting on his
involvement, said, "A soldier never
questions orders. When SFC Cromwell
said 'get 'em,' I just reacted."
Cadets MacFarlane, Donovan and
Wilkerson also aided in the apprehension of the thief.
The cadets will be recommended for
citations of bravery.

Macintosh lab virus Ct.Jred
by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

•
•

•

•

People using the Macintosh computer lab in the Computer Center are
urged to discontinue using diskettes
from Kinko's.
Employees at the lab said disks from
the copy store have infected lab computers with a virus known as WDEF.
However, according to lab employ- ·
ees, all is now safe thanks to SAM, a
virus-destroying program.
This Mac lab is "Virus Free. Effec· tive Sunday, 1/28/90, says the sign on
the door. "Please do not use a disk that
has been used at Kinko's."
Before SAM met WDEF, people using the Mac Lab four to five days before
Jan. 28 may have experienced "minor
damage like some scrambled data," according to employee Mike Pohl.
A virus is a computer program that
destroys the memory and storage of
computer data.
Pohl said the virus was basically
harmless and made it onto only a few
disks.
11

Although the lab is pointing a finger
at Kinko's as the local origin ofWDEF,
Kinko's believes it got the virus from
the university in the first place.
"I was told from the Mac lab that it
was caught from CC II (a lab in com~
puter center II)," said John Manis,
desktop publishing coordinator at
Kinko's.
Manis said he was aware ofWDEF
in his store after an irate female customer complained that her computer
didn't work when using a disk previously used at Kinko's. ·
Manis said there is no sense in arguing about where WDEF came from
because there will most likely be a new
virus to worry about next month.
Thus, Kinko's has installed top of
the line virus checkers in their computers. The checker programs, however,
may take up to 20 minutes to check a
user's disk, he said.
"Students will have to be patient
with the virus checker," Manis said.
"I'm tired of this [virus] problem."
Both Kinko's and the lab insist that
WDEF can no longer hurt programs.

Jorge Alvare?JCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HEY, IS THAT FRUIT?
Era Newsome cries for help during the swinging fruit race , an event that took
place at the seventh annual Dormite Da, organized by the lnterhall Co~ncil.

UCF set to examine ethics
Pornography debate will kick off weeklong discussion of values
by Lara E. Hutchison
PRODUCTION MANAGER

•
•
•

•

A STEP TOWARD DIVERSITY
Dr. Reginald Wilson of the American Cpuncil on Education
lectured on the importance of cultural diversity in the work place

Organizers hope UCF's first EthiGs Week,
Feb. 5 -9 1 will provoke thought and foster
debate amongst the student body.
Organized by the UCF Ethics Task Force,
Ethics Week will "emphasize the importance of
ethical values in a university setting and in society as a whole," according to Provost Richard
Astro.
The week will feature a debate on pornography and a guest speaker, Dr. Margaret Maxey,
a renowned ethicist.
The administration has requested that professors allocate class time dl,lring the week to
discuss the ethical issues pertinent to their
particular discipline.
"In the university setting, academic considerations are predominant," said Dr. Jeff Butler, chairman of the task force.
"Consequently, many professors stress academic content to the exclusion ofre1ated ethical
questions. It is our hope that during Ethics

Week faculty and students will take some time
to address these considerations," he continued.
The Gentral Florida Research Park provided
a $2,000 grant to sponsor a speaker for the
week.
The Campus ActiVi ties Board, in conjunction
is sponsoring a debate on pornography a~ 7:30
p.m. Feb. 5, in the Student Center Auditorium.
'!'he debate resolution states "resolved: that
pornography should be significantly restricted."
The affirmative side will be represented by
the Greater Orlando Coalition Against Pornography (GOCAP) and Dr. Douglas Reed of the
National .Coalition Against Pornography.
According to Executive Director Don Pinkston, GOCAP's stand on pornography is very
narrow, limiting its emphasis to illegal
hardcore and child pornography.
There is "a very definite causal link between
violence and hardcore pornography which depicts the rape as an acceptable pasttime, incest
see ETHICS WEE~ paQ( 4
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Consultants let UCF keep research priviliges
by Alex Mullen .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

•
•

3

Consultants to the Florida Postsecondary Education Planning Commission recently dropped a plan
that would have denied UCF most of its research
capabilities.
A Colora~o-based consulting firm recommended to
the commission in December that UCF be a non
research school .
The consultan:ts based their recommendation on

10 working days of interviewing and fact-gathering.
In addition to UCF, Florida A&M, University of
North Florida, University of West Florida and either
Florida Atlantic or Florida International also would
have lost their research function. The funding would
go instead to FAU or FIU, both young, unproven
schools, especially in research.
''They never interviewed us even once," said
Woody Maggard, director of the research patk. Dr.
Michael Bass, research park vice president, noted
they only interviewed about 40 people and did not

spend more that an hour with any of them.
Centi:al Florida business people, government officials and UCF officials protested the consultant's
findings. They argue that UCF was an established
research center with a good location and a promising
future. Bass and Maggard both agreed that revoking
UCF's research abilities would hamper growth and ,
progress for the area as well as the state.
In- the face of so much opposition, the consulting
firm changed its tune and allowed UCF to keep its
research privileges.

Senate to vote
on bill for signs
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

The student senate will vote Thursday on a bill that would allocate $100 to
put up signs next to four free campus
phones announcing a new five-minute
time limit.
The bill was amended and passed
unfavorably Tuesday by the senate's
Organizations, Administration and
Finance Committee after three weeks
of discussion.
The vote was unanimous .
The bill originally would have a11ocated $600 for the purchase of 30 of the
signs, which would have been placed by
all of the free SG phones on the UCF
campus.
After rewording, the bill calls for the
placing of the signs as follows: two in
the library~ one in CEBA II and one by
the phones across from the Tropical
Oasis.
OAF Chairman David Mann said
the unanimous unfavorable vote was
important.
"It tells the senate that the comnrittee sees no merit in the bi11," he said.
"It was obvious that the committee
disagreed with the bill," he also said .
The bill's co-sponsors, David Carls
and Joe Justin, could not be reached for
comment.
The senate meets at 4 p.m. every
Thursday. This week they will meet in
the Tropical Oasis.

Richard AguiJulCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

REMOVING UNSIGHTLY BUILDUP

\

UCF groundskeeper Roosevelt Richards assists in the clean-up of the reflecting pond last Friday. He is removing the algae
buildup from the concrete surf ace of the pond .

Spring gra.d uates face fewer openings in job market
by Amy Hudson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Spring graduates will face a tight, competitive job
market, most observers agree.
"Th in gs have been slower this year," observed Peg
Hallam, career placement director at Jacksonville
University in Florida. ''We have noticed a decided
decline in hiring in the [October through December]
quarter."
So have students. "It's kind of disappointing," said
Mike Farrand, a St. Cloud (Minn.) State University
senior who will graduate in March with a marketing
degree. "There's not a whole lot out there."
In contrast to the 1988-89 job hunting season,
when students at some schools reported fielding
multiple offers, two major annual surveys of grads'

N
•

•

somebody is surely going to lose out," said Sheetz.
Of the six regions Sheetz surveyed, the best place
to look for jobs will be in the Southwest. Next best is
the Northeast, followed by the Southeast, NorthCentral, South-Central and Northwest states.
Employers said they'd offer 1989-90 bachelor's
degree graduates average starting salaries of $25,
256, a 3.3 percent jump from last years average.
For MBA grads, the average expected salary is
39,840, a 3.1 percent increase. Companies also promised $33, 740 for master's degrees, up 3.3 percent and
$37,111 for doctoral degree graduates.
The relatively small salary rises and limp job
opportunities seem to stem from an attitude change
from 1988-89 when employers, worried there
wouldn't be enough grads to hire in the future,
scrambled to get the best prospects.

Ii

• LECTURE SERIES

•

job prospects this year present more sober pictures.
Michigan State University, which asked 479 key
corporations and employers about their nationwide
college grad hiring plans, found the companies fore see making 13.3 percent fewer jobs offers to students
this year.
It's "a decidedly mixed outlook," agreed Victor
Lindquist, author of Northwestern University's
Lindquist-Endicott Report, the other major annual
measure of student job prospects.
Michigan State University director Patrick Sheetz
said companies cited a gloomy view of business conditions in 1990, mergers and buyouts, increased
global competition and slow turnover of current
employees as the reason they have had to cut back
their hiring plans since 1988-89.
"It's going to be a big game of musical chairs, and

The UCF office of academic
affairs is sponsoring a lecture
series by William B. Thompson, physics professor at
the University of California.
Thompson will speak on
Monday, Feb. 5 atl p.m. in the
board room of the administration building.
The physics topic will be
"Fusion: Energy for the Future?".
Thompson's second lecture
will be on Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 1
p.m. in Phillips Hall, room 104.
The mathematics topic will be
"Heart of Kinetic Theory: Correlation Ftinctions."

•BBB INVESTIGATION
An investigation by the

Better Business Bureau into a
scholarship service that sent
letters to UCF students has
proven inconclusive.
Carol Giamoni, spokesperson for the BBB's San Diego
office, said the Academic
Council on Financial Assistance, which is administered
by the National Scholastic
Resources Administration,
has not existed long enough to
generate a reference report.
The ACFA has existed since
Aug. 1989.
Giamoni also said the ACFA
sometimes claims to be regis-

tered with the BBB, adding
that this is not true.
The San Diego BBB was
responsible for the investigation of the ACFA because it has
been operating out of the San
Diego area since November.
• TOP STUDENTS

New survey data confirms
that a majority of Florida's topranking high school graduates
continue to choose to remain in
their home state to attend college, a study by the Florida
Board of Regents shows.
The study, in which the
parents of 706 recent high
school graduates participated,

was limited to students who
ranked in the top two percent
of their class academically.
UCF moved sharply up the
list of rankings, fr<'m eighth
last year to a tie with Duke
University for fifth place this
year.
For the second straight
year, the University of Florida
State University and the University of South Florida rank
one, two and three for the best-·
prepared high school graduates in Florida.
•CENSUS AWARENESS

Efforts are cmTently taking
place to organize the 1990

census.
The census will be taken by
direct mail to every household
in the country. Attempts will
be made to contact every
household not responding by
mail .
Since college students are
traditionally undercounted,
the census bureau has
launched a public relations
campaign. The campaign's
purpose is to encourage college
students to participate in the
census.
The census count could result in a Florida gain of three
Congressional seats and an
added $4.5 billion in fundin&:

~
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timony for legal proceedings in
Canada, the Federal Republic
FROM PAGE 1
of G€rmany, the Republic of
the Philippines and the United
as an acceptable lifestyle and States.
Maxey has also served as
women as inanimate objects to
be used, abused and de- assistant director of the Energy Research Institute in
stroyed," Pinkston said.
The negative side will be Columbia, South Carolina and
represented by Dr. Randy as consultant for Lawrence
Fisher, a psychology profes- Livermore Laboratory in California, on the question of ethisor.
"There is emerging a fairly cal issues in radioactive waste
considerable trend in research disposal.
Last year the Board of Rethat violent materials,
whether they are sexually gents requested that each
explicit or not, are linked to state university establish a
violent behavior," Fisher said. task force to formulate a comHe contends that there is no prehensive report on ethics
and values for
direct scienthe school.
tific data to
The Board
link sexually
proposed fifexplicit mate"Many professors
teen princirial to detri- stress academic
pals
upon
mental becontent to the
which to base
havior.
ethical stanThe week's exclusion of related
dards. The
focal point
ethical questions. It is UCF
Ethics
will be a lecTask Force
ture on "Criti- our hope that during
chose six princal Issues of Ethics Week faculty
ciples: integthe 90's" by
Professor and students will take rity, duty, reMargaret some time to address spect, courMaxey from these considerations." age, justice
and thoughtthe Univer- Dr. Jeff Butler fulness. In its
sity of Texas.
Ethics Task Force final
proThe speech
Chairman posal,
the
is scheduled
committe
for 11 a.m.
stated, "as the
Feb 7 in the
task force refined its thinking,
Student Center Auditorium.
Maxey will discuss ethical an important realization
issues surrounding biotech- emerged: while statements
nology, environmentalism may be formulated to apply to
and energy policies. Maxey is a specific groups, the underlying
professor of bioethics at the moral and ethical principles
are the same for students, facUniversity of Texas.
A renowned ethicist, Maxey ulty, administrators and inhas given her professional tes- deed for society at large."

ETHICS WEEEK

ATTENTION PARENTS
Hou~ing

is critical. Rents
·are going up every month!

•

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE

...............

-,,_.--

Fox

Hunt

Lanes

Our 2 bedroom, 2
bath is designed with
the student in mind.
Financing tailored to
fit your needs. Minimum down. Mortgage
payment LESS THAN
MOST RENTALS.
1 mile south of the

University on Alafaya
Trail

282-4393
STOWELL BUILDERS
*Based on FHA uidelines

The Fifth Annual UCF International
Space Policy Symposium
SPACE STATIONS:
Environmental
Habitats in Space

•
•

Featured Speakers
Dr. James S. Logan - former manager,Aerospace Medicine,Life Science Division, NASA
Dr. Donald Bunker - Ogilvy Renault Barristers & Solicitors I McGill University
Mr. Earle K. Huckins - Director,Strategic Plans and Programs Division,NASA
Dr. David Webb - President,International Hypersonic Research Institute
Mr. Sarni Gazey ·Director, Columbus Program, MBB/ERNO
Mr. Georgi Grechko-Soviet Cosmonaut
University of Central Florida
Student Center Auditorium
February 2, 1990
9a.m.-4p.m.

UCF Students FREE with ID
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Uthe students of the AASU
would like to extend a warm and
sincere invitation to everyone
to come out and participate in
the fallowing activities during
Black History Month

•

•
•

•

•

•
I.~-------------------------------------~-------~----------~---------------------------~----------------~
I
I

February
1990 Wednesday
Black Thursday
History:Friday
Month
Monday
Tuesday
Saturday

I
I

•

I

I

I
I

Sunday

1

Black History
Month
Kick-Off

2

Ice Cream Social
Wild Pizza 5-6:30
Omega Psi Phi
Interest Meeting
7pm. S.C. 211
4church Service:
Mt. Zion Missionary
Baptist Church
denart lOam
OMSS Fashion Show
UCFrheatre 7pm.

11

Church Service:
Shiloh Baptist
Church depart lOam
Guest Speaker
Alzo Reddick
r.I'opic''Black Cowboys"
UDR from

18
Church Service:
Nine-Ten
depart lOam

5

MOVIE
''Betrayed"

Commons 7pm.
Rap Session
Racism
following movie

12
'Tribute to African.
American
Contributers"
SCA 12pm.

19
Kappa Alpha Psi/AASU
"Black History Trivia
Contest"
Commons 6pm

26
Church Service:
Frontline Outreach
Center
depart 1Oam

6

1~ MOVIE

~he's Gotto
Have It"

*7

MOVIE

'Cry Freedom"
Wild Pizza 7pm
Rap Session
Aparthied in
South Africa
following movie

27

*14

st.v~:~tines

Speaker of the Month
Julian Bond
UDR4-6pm

15
FAMU/UCF
Basketball
Grune

*21
22
''Picture Day"

Phi Beta Sigma
Step Show and Party

Kappa Alpha Psi
"KOMFORT"

23

FUNDAY

sney World/Epcot
depart lOam
$21.10 tax included
DriversLicense or
Colle2'e ID
Omega Psi Phi Jam
SCA9nm.

10

Valentine's Party
9pm-2am
Multipurpose Room
Roses/Pi.ctures
will be sold

17 AASU
Talent

Show
SCA ?pm

24

::PagealDl.t

SCA 8pm

Sigma Gamma Rho SteJ
Show /Party 9pm Gym

SCA 5pm

~

Miss AA.SU

African Attire{ if
possible) in front of
reflecting pond 12 noon

*28

AASU
Meeting
6pmSOL

16

II

Je-,·rs

HAIRCARE
'Na tio mtaR Fame 1201-C Bruton Blvd.
Spe allter"
Men w/ID
"Graduate Impact"
Commons7pm

Commons 7pm.
discussion following

Phi Beta Sigma
"Smoker"

Commons 7pm.
Rap Session
Male/Female
relationships following 'The.!'1l New Dating
Game Commons 7pm.
movie

20

''Do The Right
Thing"

9

8

MOVIE

Texturizer I Haircut
$25.00
7.00
.:fi...Q_Q

$20.00

*Wednesdays

AASU
T-Shirt Day

African American
Student Union
s.c. Rm.225
275-2450

..LOO.
6.00

L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Spring 1990
Leisure Courses
•> Outdoor Adventure Skills
Wednesdays, 2/7-3/7, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Cost is $20
Registration Deadline: 2/7

•> Floral Arranging
Wednesdays, 3/41-4/4, 6-8 p.m.
Cost is $25 (Materials Not Included)
Registration Deadline: 3/20

•> CPR Training
Thursday 3/1 or Wednesday 3/7
6-9 p.m.
Cost is $5
Registration Deadline: 3/1

Come to Bakerstreet's
MVP Sports Grill!

•> Landlord/Tenant Conflict

Get in on the action at Bakerstreet's MVP Sports Grill on East
Colonial Drive! Enjoy great food, our big-screen TVs, your favorite games and sports, and fun-filled happenings every
night of the week! ·
The MVP Sports Grill...for Orlando's Most Valuable People!

Wednesday, April 11, 7 p.m.
Class is FR EE
Registration Deadline: 3/30

•> Speed Reading
Monday 2/19 or Tuesday 2/27,
6-9 p.m.
Cost is $5
Registration Deadline: 2/19

Open 7 Days A Week 'Til 2AM!

~

&llfA;n
I

SPORTS GRILL

•> PageMaker® Basic
Tuesdays, 3/24-4/14, 10 a.m.-Noon
Cost i $20
Registration Deadline: 3/21

I

You may register
for leisure courses
at the Student
Center Main Desk,
Mon. - Fri., 9 a.m. 5 p.m. Registration
deadlines
are
indicated by each
course
name.
Enrollment
is
limited, so sign-up
early to be assured
a space.
Please direct any
and all questions
regarding Leisure
Courses
to
275-2633.

.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1
1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Students interested in applying
must attend ONE of the following
·meetings:
Feb. 6
Feb. 7

10:00 a.rTI. SCA
3:00 p.m. ·scA
3:00 p ·.m. SCA

*Applications will be handed out during each meeting*

Requirements:
(At the time of application)
Ir .• 1. Good academic standing with
· .. ,.
· the University (2.0)
~ ·
2. Nine completed credit hours
·· ··
, at UCF
3. A letter of recommendation
I•

'

ORIENTATION

1990

Questions? Call 275-2117
or come b SC 198 .·{:

•
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STATE

MINORITY
INTERNSHIP

,}

Summer Program

INSURANCE

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

®
lnteryiew Date

February 7, 1990

Interview Location Career Resource Cente·r

A NON-SALES POSITION

PURPOSE:
The State Farm Insurance Companies have a Summer Minority Internship Program which is aimed at:

*

*
*

~roviding r:iinority college students, completing their JUNIOR year, opportunity to work and gain business exposure in the
insurance industry.

Giving meaningful summer employment to student interns plus an opportunity to save money for fall schooling .
Allow State Farm management and the intern to examine mutual interest in future career employment with State Farm.

SELECTION OF INTERNS:
Candidates completing their junior year will be selected
for the intern program in cooperation with various college
placement directors and faculty members. Interviews will
be held on campus. Selection will be based on credentials
and interests of the applicants.

PROGRAM CONTENT:
The interns will receive an orientation to State Farm
and the insurance industry. They will obtain on the job
training similar to that of an insurance claim adjuster
and become - familiar with their department's role
within the company .
COMPENSATION:

LOCATIQN AND LENGTH OF PROGRAM:
Interns will work in State Farm's various claims offices
located between Gainesville and Miami, beginning
early June and concluding mid-August or later
depending on availability.

•

The interns will receive approximately $9.25 an hour.
This figure will increase with increases in the
consumer pric:e index.

If you are completing your junior year and are interested in an interview, please contact:

'

____C_o_r_in_n_e_R_u_s_s_o_____ at

_ _ _2_7_5_-_2_36_1___ or:

Yvette Griffih
Field Personnel Representative
2500 Sand Lake
Orlando, FL 32809.
(407) 850-4525

•
•

''

STATE FARM INSURANCI; COMPANIES
3425 Lake Alfred Road ·• Winter Haven, Florida• 33888 .
I

•~

•

•

•
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News, publicity
~ iT's HaRD To
·ust 1·n the eye SeL.ie.ve Tlie. eiGHTif.S
not
J
.
aRe oVeR aLReap'f.
·o f the beholder
_ What a ridiculous situation.
As part of our coverage of the upcoming Student Government presidential and vice presidential elections, we had planned to run interviews with the four presidential candidates this
week. You know, inform the public, First
Amendment kind of stuff.
But as we attempted to get one of the interviews, we were informed by the Chief Elections
Commissioner, Diana Staneszewski, that
granting us an interview would result in a
violation of their election statutes, which do not
allow "active campaigning" until the Monday
the week before the election.
Although we thought it ridiculous, we agreed
to kill the interviews to keep from being a party
to a disqualification. But we won't be doing it
again, for several reasons:
First of all, the election statutes are screwed
up. They define active campaigning as "any
display or distribution of tangible publicity for a
candidate/ticket for an elective office of the
student body," and define tangible publicity as
"anything inanimate that may be seen or
touched, which infers that a candidate/ticket
intends to run for an elected Student Government office."
Notwithstanding the grammar problems,
under these statutes, the candidates are in
violation from the moment they start passing
around their petitions, which "infer" (actually,
they imply, not infer) that so-and-so is running
for an SG office.
More important than this example ofhow the
statutes stink is the fact that they are an attempt to restrict our coverage, and we are not a
party to them.
We have a responsibility to our readers to
provide the most complete coverage possible of
important events like this election. If the candidates are willing to be bullied into giving up
their First Amendment rights, that is their
problem. If they want to fight it, we'll fight it
with them.
But as for us, we refuse to be limited by these
unconstitutional restrictions. And so, we
present UCF's first-ever uncensored preactive campaigning tangible publicity:
Vote for James Hawley. He's the best.
Vot.e for Jeff Laing. He's the best.
Vote for ~arc Singer. He's the best.
Vot.e for Don Taylor. He's the best.
Do your worst, SG

c.entral FloridaFbture
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florid.a 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief
R.

Scott Horner

Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Ed it or
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
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Office Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Sta~

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jennifer Offenburger
Deborah Cunningham
Jorge Alvarez
Lara E. Hutchison
Tracy Torres
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Fl/lure are those of the newspaper or Individual
colurmlst and not necessarily 'those of the Board of Publications. University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor mustbetyped, ITlilXlrTllmof 300 words and lndude
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Jackson shouldn't go down with D.C.
Now that Marion Barry has finally been removed
from the Washington D.C. politics, the city can start
to rebuild. But some politicians don't want D.C. to
recover; they want the ship to go down with Jesse
Jackson at the helm.
Politicians from both parties want Jesse Jackson
to run for Mayor because they know he cannot solve
the city's problems. The failure would not be caused
by Jackson's lack of executive ability (he once called
himself a "tree-shaker not jelly-maker"), but by the
power void in the city.
You see, the mayor in D.C. has lots ofresponsibility, but no power. The city is run by Congress, yet has
no representation there. The situation would only be
exacerbated by Jackson because he is a tree-shaker,
that is, a rabble-rouser.
Congress and President Bush like the status quo.
They don't like people who rock the boat. They would
love to remove the Jesse thorn from their side. The
D.C. job is a set up.
I hope Jesse doesn't take the job. The nation needs
hjm more than D.C., and that's saying a lot. He
doesn't need the job to give him credibility. Political
office, if we -accept the opinions of Americans on
politicians, is a job that requires corruption or incompetence as a prerequisite. Lacking political experience is an asset.
People point to Jesse's meetings with Yasser Arafat and Fidel Castro and cringe. Well, at least he met
with them in public, unlike Mr. Bush in China.

People who become elected officials have given out
so many political IO Us that they no longer r'tpresent
the American people. Jackson is free from that, at
least compared to life-long politicians. The political
parties don't like that.
Jackson is one of us. Unfortunately, that makes
him overqualified for nearly all offices. We should
give him a job where his tree-shaking ability can be
exploited.
This country needs someone to inspire us. Jesse
can do that. A State of the Union Address that
rhymed would be wonderful. It would be quite refreshing since Bush thinks saying "It's bad, it's bad"
is a rhyme.
Unfortunately, Jesse could never be President. It's
too bad because Jesse has been one of the most vocal
individuals in pointing out the problems in America.
Americans don't want someone who tells them that
the nation has problems. That's one of our problems.
Washington D .C. doesn't need anyone to point out its
problems. It needs statehood; nothing else will solve
its problems. That leaves Jesse outin the cold. Above
all else, Jesse Jackson is a great tree-shaker.

•
• A HARDY PROPOSAL

Editor:
Your article describing the
$10,000 damage to UC F's landscaping caused by the recent
freeze was most timely.
The Biology graduate students
were just agonizing over how to
raise money to cover expenses to
attend and present papers at scientific conferences.
A perfect solution to both problems would be for the Biology
graduate students to provide their
expertise and services in transplanting native vegetation from
areas the university plans to level
for parking and other construction
to areas the university needs to
landscape. The Biology grad students could perform this service
for a discounted fee of, for example, $7 ,500.
This solution would save the
university approximately $2,500
immediately, in addition to an
estimated $10,000 savings each
subsequent year that the non-na-

tive vegetation would have frozen.
Financial advantages of landscaping with native vegetation
included low to no maintenance
costs associated with watering,
fertilizing and pest control, as well
as cold hardiness (which means
you don't have to spend $10,000 to
replace your plants after a cold
winter).
Sydney T. Bacchus
biology
• THINK ABOUT IT

Editor:
I'd like to comment on R.L.
Smith's article, "Pornography in
the eye of the beholder" on Jan. 23.
Many people do not actually see
the pornography, but we are certainly reminded of the results.
Children and women are raped
every day and one of the greatest
reasons is because of man's breakdown to pornography.
GOCAP is not trying to remove
our freedom to think. In fact they

want you to think; think about
how our society has morally decayed within the past ten years.
GOCAP stands for:
• Pornography or obscenity is
not protected by the First Amendment.
• Eliminating hardcore pornography is not censorship. .It is
enforcement oflaws passed by our
elected officials to uphold democracy.
• Hardcore pornography contributes to violent sexual assault
and child abuse.
I will argue, Mr. Smith, that
people do harm other people, but
what goes into their minds certainly must come out in some form
or another.
My prayers are with those who
have been harmed and with you,
Mr. Smith, that you may truely
understand what GOCAP is
trying to uphold: Our society.
Tiffany Corder
communicative disorders
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Science made E-Z, or why they're laughing at us in Asia

I, for one, am getting fed up with the
way American youths keep falling behind the youths of other nations such as
Asia in the fields of math and science. I
was reminded of this problem just this
morning while listening to the radio,
which works by means of long invisible
pieces of electricity (called "static")
shooting through the air until they
strike your speaker and break into individual units of sound ("notes") small
enough to fit inside your ear.
The newsperson announced that yet
another group of alarmed educators has
released yet another shocking study,
this one showing that in standardized
science tests, 79 percent-nearly halfof American high-school seniors received lower scores than those obtained
by Asian high-school cafeteria food.
This has to stop. America has already
become far too reliant on the "knowhow" of foreign nations that manufacture virtually all of our electronic devices and are trying to destroy our economy by constantly changing the format
of our recorded music. It used to be that
the only format you needed was the 45 rpm record.
Remember? That was a great format. You could stack
your 45s into a pile, you could wash them in household detergent and you could skim them across a
gymnasium floor without harming their sound quality. And America was strong.
But then, just about the time when foreign nations
started to infiltrate the electronics market, we
started to see a new format, 33 1/3 rpm, which not
only involved a fraction, but also had a tiny hole that
was much harder to fit onto the record-player spiRdle
when you had -admit it- been drinking bourbo.n
directly from a shoe. Nevertheless, we trooped out
and replaced our record collections; but as soon as we
w~re finished, they came out with 8-track tapes, so
we bought THOSE, and then we bought c:issettes,
and now, having been forced to buy ess~ntial songs
such as "Land ofl,000 Dances" by Canmbal and the

Headhunters in four different formats, we are once
again forming a large mooing consumer herd to
rebuild our entire music collections, this time in the
form of"compact discs," an allegedly wondrous new
format which, if you examine it closely, looks exactly
like a 45 rpm record.
These people are toying with us! They are laughing
their heads off over in Asia! You know how when you
buy an appliance such as a VCR, the instructions are
printed in six languages, but the English ones are
always uninte-lligible, so that you consider it to be a
Science Milestone when, six hours later, you are
finally able to set the clock? Well, did you ever wonder
what the instructions in the OTHER five languages
say? They say:
"WARNING: These are NOT REAL INSTRUC~
TIONS. These are JOKE INSTRUCTIONS designed
to keep Americans CROUCHED ON THEIR FAM-

ILY ROOM FLOORS staring at this appliance with NO MORE COMPREHENSION THAN SHRIMP EXAMINING A NUCLEAR SUBMARINE while
over here in Asia we get FARTHER
AND FARTHER AHEAD HA HA"
Well, I say enough is enough. I say it's
time that the American educational
system emphasized science again, the
way it did when I was in high-school
biology class and we were constantly
slicing frogs into tiny pieces with laboratory razors.
Not only did we obtain in valuable
frog parts for use in a ground-breaking
prank involving Joanne DelVecchio's
brassiere, but we also learned an important science lesson, namely that many
animals found in nature are actually
made up of tiny cells called "amoebas,"
which, through a sexual practice called ·
"photosynthesis," can divide themselves into two cells, then four, then
eight, and so on, faster and faster, never
even pausing for a cigarette, so that
you'd eventually wind up with frogs the
size of Quonset huts bounding around if
it were not for the natural counterbalance provided by razor-wielding biology
students.
I realize I'm getting technical here,
young people, but it just so happens
that we live in a highly technical universe, as was discovered by Albert Einstein, a brilliant genius who had his hair styled at
Mister Bob's House of High Voltage. Einstein proved
that although the universe appears very dark to the
naked eye, it is actually filled with thousands of very
small molecules called "atoms," which can be used for
peaceful purposes such as to form mailboxes, but
also, if. you shoot them from missiles, can have a
"chain reaction" and kill everybody in the world:
which is why the greatest challenge you young people
face in the future is to learn to use them wisely.
Mailboxes, I mean.
OK, young people, I have given you a solid technical background here, but now it's up'to you to work
toward achieving our ambitious goal of becoming, as
a nation, less stupid. I wish you luck, and I look
forward to the day when once again America is a
scientific power to be reckoned with all over the
Earth. Right up to the edge.
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Starving student (full time)/single parent wt
evening class. Lives near campus. Looldng to
exchange babysitting wtsomeone in similar
position. 277-3039.
Alpha Phi Omega
Wekiva River Clean-Up Sat. 9:15. Meet behind Wild Pizza. Free canoes I Bring a lunch.
Italian Fest Sun. 5pm atJJ's. BSA newslener
folding Mon. 6pm . Meet behind the Wild Pizza.
Service!

Alpha Tau Omega
Welrome to the JUNGLE - Everyone singing
the first EXAM blues - sympathy to all - sports
this week? You bet. DATE & Times - call
Lampke. All greek be aware of ATO week.
Dark Advenger.

Delta Sigma Pi
Thanks to all those who helped with the carwash on 1/27. Pledges your elections will be
on 217. Pledge retreat February 9- 10, 1990.

Pi Kappa Phi
The party after the ronference was a blowout.
Glad to see so many SA E's there. Winter-fest
Friday night. Wear all you ski clothes or all
white. No earrings!

Need female non-smoker for private room
and bath close to UCF. $215 per month. Call
2n-2903.
Furnished room overlooking golf course,
quiet, kitchen facilities, swim pools and other
activities available. Seniors, Graduate students preferred.
Non-smoking . UCF-5
miles. No deposit. $185/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Available anytime. Please call Shirley at
x5644 or 281-6533 after 4 for appointment.
Roommate wanted 2 share w/male-2bd-2bth
nice townhouse, 1/4 mile from UCF. 22S
rent+1/2 util, call-273-23581363-8662.
To share a 3 bedroom, 2 bath towne home.
Has. pool, tennis courts, washer, dryer, fully
furnished, garage, plans for a jacuzzi are in
effect. Asking 220 a month . Ph 380-2813.
3 bdrm, 2ba, hse. 200 mo+ 113 util. Was/dryr,
microwv, ptly furn, quiet. Serious non-smokers only 366-5271 - PM only.

The Music Rerording Society meets tomorrow Wednesday Feb. 7 in FA115 at 6 pm.
Academic Probation will have a rehearsal .
Anyone interested tn ioinmg the band please
attend .

Environmental Society
Lecture - Tues. the 6th, Dr. Ehrhart will give a
presentation on sea turtles at 5:30pm in the in
Student Center Room 214. Everyone is welcome to attend.
UCF TaekWonDo-You've heard about us!
Now come and join us! Get into shape and
have some fun M 7-9 T 8-10 Th 8-10 or call
Wes 658-8934 or Kevin 830-4962 Ed Bldg
MPR Just do it!
TRADITIONAL MARTIAL ARTS CLUB is tn
development for UCF. Open to all styles, exp.
levels, & is ro-ed tool learn self-defense &
stay in shape. Meeting Th 8pm on green by
Kiosk or call Kiran at 658-1485 for info.

Calculator HP-12C A must for finance majors!
Brand new! 381-2307.
IBM-PC 640K 2, 5114 drives, monitor, Zucker,
Hercules graphics, IBM printer driver boards .
Call Bill 282-6740.
3 bedroom, 2 bath 1585 llving space 600 sq ft
screened porch, 2-car garage, 2 miles from
north UCF, newly decorated, many extras .
Call for more information ph (407) 365-9158.
$86,000.

SEIZED CARS , trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS,
and US customs . Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)

86 Nissen Pulsar NX, 5 spd, AMIFM stereo
cass., car cover ind. excel cond. Asking $5800
o .b.o. 275-4141

1985 1/2 Dodge Daytona 5 spd $2500 obo.
Call 671-7944 & leave message.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967.

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog 2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT
Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 3510222, ext. 33 Visa/Mastercaid or COD

"learn to fly - - aviation is growing fast,
become a part of it. Learn from a professional.
Call 678-8090 or beeper 422-2337 code 8997227.

2 bedroom I 1 bath duplex for rent tn UCF area
$475 per month 407-422-5969.
2 112 bath 2 room rownhouse wshldryer. 1
mile from UCF with garage. $480 per month.
Call 249-1685 for more info.
University area brand new 2-room full bath
$325mo 657-0290 or 657-2409.
Union Park area 212 condo unit $245 month 1/
2 utiliues 150 deposit fully furnished call 381 9434 or 380-8927 and ask for Bruce.

Can you buy Jeeps, cars, 4x4's seized in drug
raids for under $100.00? Call for facts today.
805-644-9533. dept. 127.

HEtPWANTED
CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Cr.nstmas and next summer breaks. Many
pos1uons. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153.
(call 7 days a week)

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES ava1lable from government from $1 without credit
check . You repair. Also tax delinquent foreclosures CALL 1 -805-682-7555 for repo list in
your area .
(call 7 days a week)

"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS!
$32,000tyear income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 18189

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All srudent documents. Same day service
available. IBMIAT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser pnnting.
Fast * Professional *Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-96oo
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735
Reasonable and fast typing sefVJce. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

------

TYPI G $2.50 a page • 2 miles from UCF
campus-WordPerfect-Call Kathy at 3652620
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
A oma #211 671-4414.

AmNTION - HIRING! Government JObs yourarea . $17,840-$69,485. Call t-602-8388885 Ext. R18189

Pixel Paint for Mac II never used, best offer
call 6n-6056
--------~

Female roommate wanted, Goldenrod Rd. 1/
2 mile form E/W expwy, 2bf2b, w/d , $240/mo,
elec., phone, cable . Kathy-Work 647-7777,
Home 381-2870

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) . delinquent tax property Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687 6000 ext. GH4628 for current repo list.

Fireworks factory restaurant position needed :
Busboy, hosVhostesses, cashiers, rultnary,
excellent pay.
Pleasure Island in Lake Buena Vista's Disney
Shopping Village 934-8989

MATH TUTORING
REASONABLE RATES
Algebra, Geometry,
Trigonometry, Calrulus,
All phases of Statistics
Retired (SR STATISTICIAN)
For the City of New York
Only 20 minutes from UCF
6n-5959

WHArS GOING ON AT THE WELI.NESS CENTER THIS SEMESTER?
CHAMP

... Take a look at your lifestyle for the 90's. Gain a new admiration of
yourself! If a change Is in order, we can help. Try It!

SWAT

... Join us for the Aerodyne Challenge, guest speakers, parties, picnics,
Greek SK and Expo 90 plans. President Andy Shodls, VP Kelly Mortland,
Historians Angela Bass and Debbie Castignola, and Treasurer Mark Meyer
Invite you to club meetings every Tuesday at 5:00 PM.

STARS$

... UCF's answer to the quest for weight control. Terri Langford, RN, leads
meetings focused on self-esteem, behavior modification, and healthy food
choices every Tuesday at noon.

Stressbusters

. . . Helps take the pressure off academics, work, relationships, too much to
do in too little time. Led by Dana Owens and co-sponsored by Counseling
and Testing every Tuesday at 4:00 PM.

Project R E A C H

. . . Responsibility through Education on AIDS for College Health. A new
club looking for members who want to get Involved In skits and peer
education on the prevention of AIDS and other STD's. Call President Kelly
Mortland for more .Information.

Workshops

... Fitness, Nutrition, Stress, Spirit, Humor, Medical Self Care, Sexuality,
Time Management, Breakthrough Performance. Your place or ours.

And introducing

... MASSAGE II
Mr. Jeff Smith, Licensed Massage ~erapist (#MA 0009843), Is now in
practice on our campus. He offers hourly and half-hourly sessions at special
tow rates. Students ($10/half hour), faculty and staff ($15/half hour).
Hours 1 - 5 PM, Wednesday and Friday.
CALL 281-5841 or DROP BY 11-tE HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
FOR AN APPOINTMENT OR MORE INFORMATION. DO IT TODAY!

Brett,
Club Cab was HOT last night (not to mention
"post-dance activities1. Are we still going to
the SAC for "The Package" at 7 tonight?
Barbi,

Rick Hamilton - I didn't think it would be this
I just hope we
can be friends - Cheri

Bill,
If you read this, you'll know that you're
the BEST thing that ever came into my life.
Let me know how you feel. I want you.
Please say yes . Je veux tu! Yes. it is moi C.M.

ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvenes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602838-8885 Ext A-5780.

PONTIAC FIERO '84. White, 60k m1, 1 owner.
excellent condition, NC, AM/FM, $3000. 3655722.

Jeannette,
Happy birthday to my favorite W.O.G.I
the living fossil

easy to let 3 1/2 years go.

Excellent word processing 366-0538.
Lease take over form Feb., 1bd/1 ba apt walk
to UCF, 250/mo. Call 380-2573

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if bankrupt or
bad credit I We guarantee you a card or double
your money back Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. M1280
(Call 7 days a week)

l tilltlillll
Mother's helper available to dean Fridays.
Can baby-sit and tutor. Sue 6n-6056.

Best Eundrajsers on CampuS'
Is your frarern1ty, soronty, or club interested in
earning $1 ,000.00+ for a one-week on-campus marketing project? You must be wellorganized and hard working. Call Lisa G. or
Myra at (800) 592-2121 .

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking , and moneymotivated. Call Jeanined or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt , walk $285. 851-7235.

----------

<

Attention: Easy Work, Excellent Payl Assemble products at home. Details (1) 602838-8885 Ext. W-5780.

Roommate, own bedroom $150 + 113 uvmo.
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Spanish tutoring . Reading, Conversation
Writing: Call at275-415712td1pm 3 to4pm'.
after 9pm and weekends

Debbie,
You've got the best bod, the best mind,
and the best heart. Saturday night was fun.
I can tell you things I thought I'd never tell
anyone. Thanks for being someone who I
can feel comfortable with. I think our senses
of humor are so much alike irs scary.
Whomever I marry, I hope she has all of
your qualities.
George M.

E_mma - thanks for being there Moqeay
mght. I'm doing much bener. My feelings
about K. are worked out now and I feel
beuer and remember and realize how
special and unique I am. Dr. W. is great!
Give Tara and Anna a kiss for me and tell
Bob and Pat I said hi.

X.
MY DEAREST E. USHER
I DON'T KNOW WANT YOU TO BE
MATHEW. I LIKE YOU THE WAY YOU
AREi I THINK SOMEWHERE IN ANOTHER
DIMENSION, WE'RE MARRIED (TO EACH
OTHER, OF COURSE) ( HAPPILY, OF
COURSE) WITH 3 KIDS, A DOG, A CAT,
AND OUR OWN TV STA TION ... OK
MAYBE NOT MARRIED • BUT THAT
MARRIAGE ALTERNATIVE WE'RE
WORKING ON. FOR YOU - YOU'RE WHY
I LOOK FORWARD TO M-W- F.
YOURS TRULY · TWINKIE
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NCAA seeks .reforms ·in sports

•

last year, which would have banned
all scholarships and other aid for
freshmen athletes who didn't meet
The college sports reform move- . certain grade or standardized test
ment dominated the National Colle- score requirements. ·
The modification of Proposition
giate Athletic Association convention in Dallas Jan. 8-10, producing 42 was seen as a victory for coaches
several rules changes that added who felt it discriminated against
steroids to the list of banned drugs underprivileged first-year athletes
for athletes and added rules to make who may have come from academisure athletes do wel1 academically. cally laggard high schools, and who
. NCAA Executive Director Rich- otherwise could not afford to go to
ard Schultz called the meeting "the college.
On the drug testing, all 194 I-A
convention of the student-athlete."
It was the first one since the early and I-AA football teams will test
1970s in which so many decisions their athletes at least once a year,
were made involving an athlete's and one-fourth of those teams will
test them at least twice. Each time,
college life as a student.
Delegates agreed to install year- 36 athletes will be tested.
The NCAA will have to shell out
round steroid testing for Division I
football players, public school's an extra $1.6 million for the effort.
graduation rates, shorten spring Currently, the. NCAA tests only at
football practice and cut the basket- championship events.
The drug testing measure passed
ball season from 28 to 25 games.
They also approved a watered- easily 659-25, and few seemed condown version of the highly contro- cerned about the legality of the testversial Proposition 42, instituted ing. A Colorado judge rejected the
Staff Report
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IENIOD CLASSSOOK IPECIAL
•

1 - Sofrcover Clo.ssbook

4 - Porfra.lr Poses
for only $5 .oo
This offer good only if you sign up during the
week of Feb. 5th.

University of Colorado's athletic
drug testing program in August,
saying it invaded the athlete's privacy.
The ruling doesn't affect other organizations, and CU officials are
appealing the ruling.
The NCAA itself is four of five in
legal challenges to its testing program, with its only loss coming in
1988. when a Santa Clara County
Superior Court judge allowed Stanford University athletes to compete
without taking drug tests.
The reforms come after increasingly harsh criticisms of big-time
college sports, and scandals of fans
paying players, low graduation rates
and charges of grade fixing.
In the last decade, more than half
of the biggest sports programs in the
NCAA were punished at least once.
"There is now within the membership a very strong and urgent feeling
that we need some change," Schultz
said.
"This was a good first step."
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ACT NOW_! CLASS SIZE LIMITED!

Larry's Olde Fashion
Ice Cream and Yogurt
Featuring 96% fat free ice
cream and over 20 flavors of
no fat yogurt.
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Also serving sandwiches, soup
and chili for lunch!
Open until 12:00 Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays.
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Be sure to register for 2 free movie passes and 2
free sundaes to be given away every Monday.

275-8882

Located Next to UC6 in the
University Shoppes

NEW from Hewlett-Packard

Sign-ups Feb. 5 &6 from 9am to 4pm at all campus
Student Government offices.

•

Show up . (por-tr-atts taft.en)
/.

MAIN CAMPUS: Feb. 12 & 13 SOUTH ORLANDO: Feb.14
BB~VABD:

Feb.15

DAYTONA: Feb.16
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The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and by one today.
FA#'W HEWLETT

Portrait hours on all campuses from
8am- l~pm and lpm to Spm

DRESS APPROPRIATELY FDR YOUR PHOTO!

The HP-425 Rl'N Scientific Calculator

~~PACKARD

n1n .INTERNATIONAL
· ~ Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call l:don: noon for next clay de' •""'I' 'ID yow d001 via UPS , u,., cn:dit c:atd or C.0.0 •
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by Shelly Fleis
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His shoulder-length curlyblack hror pulled into a pony
tail distinguishes him from the
other tennis players on the
court.
Luis Luna is an "all-around
guy," Lori Burdell, UC F's
m·en's and women's tennis
coach, said.
"He's intelligent, he's taking computer courses and he's
a business major, yet he's
minoring in guitar," she said.
And not only that, "he's the
only guy on the team with
really long hair," she added.
Luna is from Mexico, but he
graduated from Westwood
High School m Ft. Pierce. He
began playing tennis about
eight years ago and he is 21
years old.
For his first year of college,
he attended the University of
Miami, then Miami-Dade
Community College. While in
Miami, he won the state tennis
championship in 1988.
"He's a finesse player,"
Burdell said. "He has great
Michael LaughltnJC!:N I HAL f-LOHIL)A FUTURE
touch. He's real talented and
Luis
Luna,
a
member
of
the
tennis
team,
practices
his
backhand
.
Luna
is
seeded
first
in
doubles
and
fourth
in singles at UCF. A
he's got great racket control.
He's a great clay court player. Mexican native, he is a business major and a guitar minor.
He's like a Giormo Velvov or
Matz Wilander."
Luna and teammates have developed a "unity," as that," Luna said. "Just have a good night's sleep [and]
At UCF, he is seeded first with David Mercado in they call it. This season they all got an ear pierced. a good meal."
Luna said he does not model his tennis playing
doubles and fourth in singles. But "he should be ''They're funny. They drag girls off the track (adjacent
moved up by the middle of the season because he's to the UCF tennis courts) and bring them in here to after any particular professional player but he would
like to play "like Boris Becker or at least have the
injured right now," Burden said.
teach th em tennis," Burdell said.
Teammates said Luna adds color to the team.
When asked how he psyches himself up for a mentality [to play] like someone like that."
"One time he came out here [to practice] with his match, Luna replied in a noticeable accent, "I listen to
When teammate Mercado was asked which pro he
guitar and he was strumming some Bono [of U2J U2." 'Any rituals? "No rituals;justconcentrating and thought Luna resembled, he laughed. "No one," he
songs. He keeps the morale going, off campus and on," thinking about winning and doing the right thing· not said. "He's an individual, [an] eccentric. I [once] saw
Burdell said.
to get too excited, too overconfident or anything like him preach Bono on the court to the other team."

~

Tormohlen may join lineup
again after knee examined
•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

STRUGGLE TO OVERCOME
Rich Desnoyers battles a FSU defenseman for the ball in last Saturday's rugby
match. UCF, the defending Citrus Bowl Rugby champions, defeated FSU 9-4.
It

.... . . .

Dean admits that the Knights have
missed Tormohlen.
"Tommy is our best perimeter
On Friday, Tommy Tormohlen will shooter," Dean said. "He is right
hear the most important news for this around 50 percent from three-point
basketball season.
range. We certainly miss that and I
After sustaining a knee injury dur- expect our opponents to play more zone
ing UCF's game against FAMU, the defenses with him not in there."
trainers and doctors originally felt that
Basketball and Tormohlen are vir- •
Tormohlen's basketball season ended. tually synonymous. Tormohlen's faBut when Tormohlen undergoes tests ther hails from Indiana where "Hooon Friday, that origisier Hysteria" makes
the state the basket- ~,
nal verdict could
change.
ball center of the
"The way things "The way th in gs look - world.
look now I may be able now, I may be able to
The elder Tormohto play the last five or
len canned jump shots
six games of the sea- play the last five or
for the University of
son," Tonnohlen said. six games of the
Tennessee and the
"The injury is not season. The injury is
Saint Louis/Atlanta
all that serious. I have
Hawks of the NBA
a patella disorder and not all that serious. I
Currently he scouts
in the Florida A&M have a patella
area college teams
game I irritated it," he disorder and in the
and players for the
said.
Los Angeles Lakers.
Tormohlen is a Florida A & M game
"I've always been
freshman from At- I irritated it."
around basketball
lanta who had just
ever since I was a
- Jommy Tormohlen
earned a spot on Coach
little
kid and was a
injured starter ball boy
Joe Dean's "Running
for the ChiKnights" lineup at the
cago Bulls," Tonnohtime of his injury.
len said. "I've always
Dean recruited Tormohlen and stole had a desire to play basketball and I .
him from
rivals Georgia State, never lost that desire."
Evansville and Tennessee Tech.
That desire put Tonnohlen in the
Tormohlen chose UCF over the others starting lineup and sped his recovery
because of Dean and his reputation.
that may put him back in the lineup
"I came here because of Coach Dean before season's end.
and the assistants," Tormohlen said.
As his coach says, ''Tommy has great
"Coach Dean has a winning reco.r d and intensity. He plays extremely hard
a good chance to turn around this pro- every night and always gives us 100
gram here."
percent."
by Jay Rutenkroger
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A legend &
his guitar...
by Logan Belle

0

Jan. 19,
1990, he walked out onto
the stage at Bob Carr. The
audience immediately
leapt to its feet. The auditorium was
filled with his many fans. They were
there to see him play: a legend and
his guitCC". Suddenly an image from
the past came to mind.
Riley B. King standing on a rickety
wooden stage somewhere in the
backwoods of Mississippi.
He's standing with an inexpensive
six-string slung around his shoulMuch has hapder. Behind him, two farmhands sit pened to this Missisat a broken down piano and a rusty sippi boy since his
drum set, both looking at the guitar- early days in the
ist with unimpressed glances.
music business.
The audience is a drunken trio
According to King,
paying little attention to the figures the times have
on the stage.
changed.
Then he started to sing. The music
"Blues have been
reflected the times and the man. This at the bottom of the
music came from the heart. This totem pole." King
music was the blues.
said. "Most people
Now return to the present. B.B. thought the music was
King is on stage with the B.B. King 'thumbs down.· Today
Orchestra: horn section, drums, they appreciate and rerhythm guitar, bass and keyboards. spect it as a basic form of
All musicians on stage flash en- jazz."
thusiastic grins. The trumpet player
King knows the music
moves back and forth with the beat of because he lived it.
the music. All in attendance center
He grew up in Mississippi
their attention on the man on the on a plantation. For him, music was
stage. This was definitely the King of a form of escape. In the album notes
the blues.
of a record released in 1967, B.B.
B.B. King is, perhaps, one of the said "My ambition is to be one of the
greatest blues musicians of our time. greatest blues singers there have
He has inspired a generation of ever been."
musicians from Robert Cray to, perIt is comforting to reflect upon the
haps. Eddie Van Halen.
tone of commitment in that stateK.ing was in Orlando recently and ment. B.B. King has realized that
he displayed for those in attendance goal. It isn't really dilTicult to compre- '
his own heartfelt form of entertain- bend how one man with a deeply
ment.
rooted sense of commitment and a
The performance at Bob Carr was feelforthemusiccanmakealivingby
a performance that was filled with singing the blues. However, all the
energy and enthusiasm. No one in commitment in the world won't help
the auditorium went to sleep that if you happen to be black.
The business of music had much
night. They didn't have a chance.
King made Lucille, his guitar, sing to do with King's climb to the top.
as he always had been able to. Lucille B.B. remembered, at one time, he
was in top form.
would not have been able to get his
King will contest to the fact that his name on a marquee as a headliner.
guitar has saved his
more than
Now he has just finished a fourenough times.
month tour in Europe with U2 and
The guitar is named after a wo,rrian . filmed an episode of The Cosby Show.
who was the subject of a fight ·that Let's not forget the string of sold out
broke out in a bar in King's early shows he gave across the U.S.
performing days. The fight resulted
There has been progress in the
in a fire and King, after realizing 'he . way black artists have been treateq
left his guitar in the bar, ran inside by the music business, This iS' a
and rescued it; hence the name Lusee B.B. KING page 4 .
cille.
. . () ·.. \
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.' Teacher' a quality movie
Forget the
French
subtitles,
prejudices

The Package will be
shown in the student activities center at .----.,.-...........-~-7 p.m. and 9
p.m. Admission is free
with a student/faculty
ID.• The African American Student
Union will
hold a Black
•

History
Month kick-off social in the University
Dining Room at 6 p.m. •Taylor Branch
will speak on The History of the Civil
Rights Movement in the University
Dining Room at 7:30 p.m.

Sophie Maurier
(Anne Roussel)
and Joachim
Dallayrac (Jose
Van Dam)
create a
believable
teacher/student
relationship
inthe new
Orion feature
'The Music
Teacher.'

'I

week·

·~~·•The Music Teacher, a
:
French film with English
subtitles, directed QY Gerard Corbiau,
will be shown at the Fashion Village
Theater. 735 Herndon Ave., through
Feb. 15.

•The Many Adventures of
Winnie the Pooh will be

never answers to why he left his
The Music Teacher
profession at lhe peak of his career.
But an explanation isn't necessary
AIN'T BLOWJN' No five bucks on
because it's not a major part of the
some foreign film."
Rated: PG
film.
That statement usually
Starring: Jose Van Dam.
comes to mind once you find out
Joachim opens a music school at
Sylvie Fennec
The Music Teacher iS not only a foreign
his home and enrolls his first and
Director: Gerard
film but one with subtitles as well.
only student. Estelle (Sylvie Fennec).
Corbi au
Forget the fact it's spoken in French,
Her voice is incredibly louder than
and your eyes are focused on the
her good looks which causes her to
Key · *Awful **Poor ***Fair
bottom half of the screen. Detatch your
wonder why Joachim won't pursue
****Good *****Excellent
prejudice thoughts-you may be surher romantically.
prised. Imported from Belgium, The
While walking through the town's
Music Teacher has been nominated for this year's marketplace. Joachim makes an accidental discovery
Academy Award for best foreign fllm.
of talent and immediately enrolls Jean (Philippe
The Music Teacher is a blue print used in quality Voller). a peasant who sings foi· food, in his school.
motion picture making; no car chases, no explosivesBased on Luc Jab on and D lrector Gerard Corbiau 's
just fine acting. Enchanting sets and attractive cos- original story, The Music Teacher stays true to form.
tumes help put an exclamation point after each scene. Although we're shown both students practicing and
Set in pre-World War I London, we're introduced to singing off-key, the plot remains arrow-st:raight.
a tale of blossoming love. romance, and careers.
Both have one purpose for being where they are: to
Master opera singer Joachim Dallayrac's (Jose Van become outstanding opera singers. To have them
Dam) sudden decision to chuck his career stuns the
critics and his fans. They question him but Joachim
see MUSIC TEACHER page 4
by Richard Eric Karman

****

shown at noon and 3 p.m. in the student
center auditorium. Admission is free
with a student/faculty ID. •Harry Connick ,Jr. will perform in concert at the
Tampa Theater at 8 p.m. For ticket information call 223-8981.

•
~~~~

No Way Out. starring
Kevin Costner, Gene Hackman and
Sean Young
will
be
shown in
the student
a cti vitie.s
center at 9
p.m . . Admission is
free with a
student/
faculty ID.
•
The
Screaming
Iguanas of
Love will

perform live
at Cheek to
Cheek at 9
p.m.

COMEDY

Howie hits the big time
Comedian will promote his new show in Orlando
by John Citrone

A

TORONTO CARPET SAIESMAN goes to
Los Angeles on vacation in
1979.

He visits a famous comedy club for
a fow laughs and ends up on stage
during the club's amateur night.
He's behind the mike for three
minutes, is spotted by a talent agent,
is cast for 15 episodes of a comedy/
gameshow and, three years later, he
lands a gig on a major television series.
Sound like the typical over-night
success story? Well, it is. That is how
Howie Mandel broke into show biz.
..I went to the Comedy Store as a
tourist," said Mandel, "looking like a
tourist. It was amateur night so I just
got up and did what 1 do. I was working clubs for three minutes before I got
my first 1V show."
Mandel was cast for 15 episodes of
the syndicated game show Make Me
Laugh; a game where comedians
would try and make contestants
laugh out loud. If the contestant
didn't laugh in the allotted time limit,
they'd win a bunch of goodies.
From there, Mandel worked several
television shows including Laj{Traks
and The Shape of Things.
He still worked the comedy clubs,
keeping his st.and up material in
shape, an~ at one .time, opened for

Diana Ross. He was eventually
cast as Dr. Wayne Fiscus, the
baseball cap-wearing prankster on
lhe hit sel-ies, SL Elsewhere.
Mandel continued on screen with
the c0medy /features A Fine Mess,
with Ted Danson. and Walk Like A
Man, wilh Christopher Lloyd.
He even did the character
voice for the irresistibly
fuzzy Gizmo from the
film Gremlins.

· He recently appeared
on The Arsenio Hall
Show promoting his
Hooray for Howiewould

special which will air on
Showtime, Feb. 3.
With Hall, fylandel
never stopped. He
rambled from subject
to subject. sometimes
losing the audience
and other times getting big laughs.
"I like it out oi:i
the edge," said
Mandel, who
was kicked
out of high
school at 16
for hiring
contractors

·~~

•

Hot Topics:

~~~~~ graphy

Porno-

will be presented in
the student center auditorium at 7 p.m.

•

~ ~lt
The student activities
~
~ centerwillfeature the band
Syndicate at 9 p.m. Admission is free
with a student/faculty ID.• The African
American Student Union will show
Mississippi Burning and follow up the
movie wilh a rap session on racism ,in
the Commons, at 7 p.m. • Howie
Mandel will perform in the Bob Carr
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20
plus seIVice charge.

I
--~~-

~~~- •Feb. 15, The Cult with

Bonham and Dangerous
Toys will perform in the Orlando Arena
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $17.50 • Feb.
30, Rush and their opening band, Mr.
Big, will perform in the Orlando Arena,
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 plus
service charge • Feb. 24, The Cover
Girls and Dino will open for New Kids
on the Block in the Orlando Arena.
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MANDEL

and audience interaction. That comes out of
FROM PAGE 2
the fact that if I had a set of jokes I would get
bored. "
It
to build a n addition ont o the school li"For Arsenio," he continued, "I was late. I
brary.
walked from my car and the next thing, I was
"People who know me well,
sitting n ext t o Arsenio. I
~ know that I like to dig myself
didn't even have time to
into a hole and then try to get
''People who
take· off my jacket."
out." Mandel said.
Mandel's comedy influkn ow me well,
;>
At one point in lhe show.
ence is well defined: the
Hall dragged Mandel into the
know that I· like to
great Neil Lilka.
audience to dance with ·an
"Neil Litka lived three
dig myself into
unsuspecting spectator.
houses down from me,"
.,
Mandel soflly took: her into
said Mandel. "He is my
a hole and then
his arms.. romantically
comedy hero. He was retry to get out."
"dipped" her and then
ally. really funny. I'm the
• plopped her to the floor,
Howie Mandel
number one Neil Litka
running back to his seat on
fan."
stage.
Mandel will be spending
"With a show like that," said Mandel, "it a week at Disney World promoting his show
a would be safe to go out With a set ofjokes and
in Orlando at the Bob Carr Auditorium on
lookreal polished. Most of what I do isimprov Feb. 6.

Fltitist in top ·form
Wissinger to per for m at UCF today
by John Citrone

D

ONNA

WISSINGER

HAS

been said to have
"one of the most
beautiful sounds I've ever
heard" by Julius Baker,
principal flutist of the New
York Philharmonic.
Wissinger, an international flute soloist and
chamber musician, made
her debut at the Carnegie
Recital Hall in 1984.
Since then, she has won
critical acclaim worldwide
including the 1986 Artists
International Distinguished Artist Award. She
was also named the Young
Artist to Watch by Musical
America.

NOW HIRING ·
Waitresses
Waiter
Security
Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Ho tesses
Guest Service Ho t

Join the "Good Time Gang"
Apply Church Street Station
Per onnel Train Car
Mon. thru Fri., 9-5
or
Ring 422-2434

Wissinger has t~ained
with such greats as
Samuel Baron. Julius
Baker and Jean-Pierre
Ramp al.
As well as being an ac- Donna Wissinger will be giving
complished musician, a flute master class and
Wissinger is a former class concert here at UCF today.
A equestrian and an avid
cyclist, swimmer and track Flute Master Class and a
and field participant.
concert today at UCF in the
She has taken her love of fine arts building in room
sports and music and com- 126 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
bined them into a one- Admission is three dollars.
woman show called "Top
After her performance at
Form."
UCF. Wissinger will be travIn this show, Wissinger ex- elling, with her piano accomplores the connections be- panist Rick Ross, back to
t ween athletics and music in Carnegie Hall.
such topics as focus. concenFor more information contration, breathing and form. cerning the concert, call 275Wissinger will be giving a 2869.

Rollins set for 'Crucible'
Miller's work part of Playwright's Festival

W

OULD

YOU

BURN

A

witch? The answer
lo this question is
the theme of the play The
Crucible
now being performed at Rollins College. rt
is one of two works by the
highly celebrated playwright
Arthur Miller being presented in the first ever
Playwright's Festival at
Rollins.
The Crucible is set in Salem, Massachusetts during
the time of the famous Salem
witchcraft trials.
It brings to light the persecu Lion and fear of the time .
The inspired playwright,
Miller was himself subjected
to accusations b ased on fear
during the days ofMcCarthyism. and was suspected of
being a communist.
The
Crucible was his
reaction to this conflict and
became the subject of poUlical controversy. Miller was
tentatively scheduled to .attend 1.he Festival held in his
honor. but a conflict in his
schedule did not permit.
Were he able to attend, he
would have been pleased
with their fine performance
of his great work.
Jim Gaylord. with his talented directing proves the
political theme of t his play is
timeless.
·
This enlightened view of
· the classic b egins in a dram atic opening depicting

modern day witch-hunts,
alarmingly familiar to us all.
The cast was wisely selected
for their roles, and despite
the lackluster costuming
and make-up, all seem visually credible.
Among those who gave
exceptional performances
were Patrick S. Boyd for his
portrayal of Rev. Samuel
Parris, the primary instigator
of the town's fear.
Also. Michaela Cara Ablon
played Abigail Williams and
her expressions and. gestures showed the strength
and evil intimidation her
character possessed.
Troy Matthew Fisher gave
a good portrayal of John
Procter. and was strong in
his character's asides. The
actor who played Giles
Corey, Anthony M. Gelsomino, was superb and effectively acted out the role of an
elderly man.
1
William V. Coward was
excellent in his role of Ezekiel
Cheever. a pawn of the state.
Chanta M. Galloway was
frighteningly believable in
her portrayal ofTituba, Rev.
Parris' slave.
The Crucible is playing at
the Fred Stone Theatre at 8
p.m. on Jan. 25, 27 and 31
and Feb . 2, with 2 p.m. matinee performances on Jan. 28
and Feb. 3.

- S. Angela Davidson
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Professional Dancers,
Singers Who Move,
Musical Theatre Performers

This ls
-.. . NoWayTo

All our world's a stage and we're casting professionals to be a part of
the magic at Walt Disney World~ Reso rt in Florida. ,

B.B. King

To qualify, you must be at least 18 hy May 1, 1990. Bring current,
non-returnable resume and photo. Require ments: singers and musical·
performers memorize two vocal selecti ons (one ballad, one uptempo)
and bring vocal sheet music In your best key. Accompanist provided;
no tapes. Singers must have movement ab ili~ and may be asked to
learn at least one movement combi nation. Bring dance attire.
Dancers are taught dance combinations.

So what advice would B.B.
King give young musicians?
"Don't be prejudice towards
music," he says. "Play it all.
Learn from it." Even though
King is known for his blues,
he has recorded all types of
music from country (his
album, Love Me Tenderj to
jazz (the album with the
Crusaders. Royal Jam), to
rock (an album with U2) and
the list goes on.
In his travels, King has
had many experiences and
one important point he
stresses concerning young

~ ~l

II Y"ll w Sl'I )'Our .,1gl11.., <!11 l,1' -.• .t ,.,; II'• :1· ... 1111 hc11r-r 1_<.,,\i
p1cp.1rn11011 1lia11 <;1a11lcy 11 K.1p1.111
< )11r l.'l/\l prep u1111 ~1· will npcn yo111 eye:- w11h "torc-ra1s1ng
<.1ra1cg1c<. .me.I tcth111qucc; We 'll help }'OU 111a ... 1n cvny1h111g lio111
A11al} t1t;il Reasoning to Read in~ Co1nprchcns1on
Our dasscs arc live - and lively All our clas!' and swdy
ma1cnal 1c; hascd on the "new · LSAT And you can review lcs~ons,
and gee add1uonal help as nccc.lcd 1n our TEST -n-lAPI: ~ lah. open
·days. evcn111gs and weekends for your convemcncc
V1sll our Ccnccr today and sec for yourself
And watch the scales up in your favor

February 10 (Saturday) 9AM
MALE SINGERS/DANCERS ONLY
Febrnary 11(Sunday)9AM
FEMALE SINGERS/DANCERS ONLY

1

Callback February 12 (Monday)
Tupperware Auditorium
US 441 - South Orange Blossom Trail
(5 miles south of Florida Turnpike, near Kissimmee)

Ii STANLEY H. KAPIAN

No appointment neces ary. If you have que lio ns, call Walt Disney
World• Auditions at 407/345/5701 M nday- Friday, IOAM-4PM
"The

V ~'t>fSHEF
• lq•9 r~. "•II ....... I om1Nm

LSAT

I:

ORLANDO, FL

testament that King can verify.

·~. Take Your

w,lt

£Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Dbnqi Comiuny

2238 Winter Woods Blvd. Winter Parle, Fl
(407) 678-8400
CLASSES FORMING NOW!

World Cn

Vo F.qu•I llppcrtuOll\ • mplU\l'r

musicians(andyoungpeople 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

in general) is: "You won't
have to rehabilitate if you
don't start."
B.B. King's continued
success will always be an
inspiration for men and
women singing the blues
today. Where that path will
lead them is uncertain. What
is certain is the how it took
Riley B. King from the farms
of Mississippi to the stages of
Europe. That's one success
story worth singing about.

T
"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself. and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second . They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
·1 make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules--mornings, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operations. But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service .
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Tai k to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."

MUSIC TEACHER
FROM PAGE 2

quibbling over who gets to
spend more time with their
teacherwould condescend to
a low level and spoil it's freshness of plot and character
development.
Joachim is a teacher and
then a man. He is consumed
by his love for music and the
needs of his students.
His passion is unquestionably believable because
he never complains about
not having this or that.
Joachim may seem like a
cardboard, on:e dimensional
character. but he's not. Instead, he's credible due to his
actions and how he teaches;
thankfully without using a
barrage of one-liners to get
quick laughs.
Both Fennec and Volter
give respectable performances. Estelle's pretty, petite
charm never deviates nor do
we question her for wanting
to succeed so badly. However, Jean's intentions are
different. He too dreams of
being a great opera singer
but when he comments
about why he wants a "reputation" it's valid because of
his former lifesfyle.
The Music Teacher is an
exercise in filmmaking that
isn't tiring and, with the high
acting standards set, it's
enjoyable to watch.

I
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•

•

•

Applicants are .b eing considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is qn equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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WORKING FOR.STUDENTS WHO·WORK FOR US.
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